The attachment of a marine Pseudomonas sp. to a variety of surfaces was investigated, and the number of bacteria which became attached was related to the surface charge and degree of hydrophobicity of the substratum. Large numbers of bacteria attached to hydrophobic plastics with little or no surface charge [Teflon, polyethylene, polystyrene, poly(ethylene terephthalate)]; moderate numbers attached to hydrophilic metals with a positive (platinum) or neutral (germanium) surface charge; and very few attached to hydrophilic, negatively charged substrata (glass, mica, oxidized plastics). The results suggest that both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions are involved in bacterial attachment.
The attachment of a marine Pseudomonas sp. to a variety of surfaces was investigated, and the number of bacteria which became attached was related to the surface charge and degree of hydrophobicity of the substratum. Large numbers of bacteria attached to hydrophobic plastics with little or no surface charge [Teflon, polyethylene, polystyrene, poly(ethylene terephthalate)]; moderate numbers attached to hydrophilic metals with a positive (platinum) or neutral (germanium) surface charge; and very few attached to hydrophilic, negatively charged substrata (glass, mica, oxidized plastics). The results suggest that both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions are involved in bacterial attachment.
The attachment of bacteria to solid surfaces is an important phenomenon in many environments, including aquatic habitats (4), soils (24) , the human mouth (14) , and mammalian epitheial tissues (18) . Some bacteria have special attachment structures, e.g., pill or holdfasts, but many have not and appear to attach by means of extracellular polymeric adhesives (11, 26) . The attachment of a bacterium to a surface is dependent upon two events: (i) that the bacterium encounters a surface and comes close enough for attachment to occur and (ii) that the bacterial outer surface adheres to the substratum. The probability of a bacterium encountering a potential substratum is affected by a number of factors, e.g., culture concentration and bacterial motility (10) , whereas attachment is dependent upon the chemical and physical interactions between the potential substratum, the bacterial surface, and the polymeric adhesive. Because these interactions are to some extent determined by the characteristics of the potential substratum, it was decided to investigate the attachment of bacteria to a number of different materials. The bacterium was a marine pseudomonad which appears to attach by means of an extracellular polymer (11) . Some of its attachment properties have been described previously (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) Attachment ofbacteria to medium-coated substrata. A medium extract was prepared by filtering (0.2-,um porosity) the supernatant obtained by centrifuging the cultures (see above). The filtrate was allowed to adsorb onto PS and RF-PS (four each of 5-cm dishes) and platinum (four 1-cm2 plates) by exposing the surfaces to the filtrate for 1 h, and they were then rinsed with sterile seawater. During this time, the bacteria were maintained in 100 ml of sterile seawater at 100C. Portions (10 ml) of bacterial suspension (1.4 x 1(9 bacteria per ml) were (10) .
(ii) Polymers of increased wettability may contain significant quantities of polar groups, e.g., nylon 6.6, epoxy resin, and PET. Polar groups introduced by RF discharge onto PET and PS place them in this category also, and some of these polar groups may bear negative charge, e.g., carboxyl and phenolic groups (3, 29) . PS and PET may be treated to the extent that their receding water contact angles approach zero by commercial processing, e.g., Falcon tissue culture ware, or by laboratory treatment with the RF discharge (RF-PS and RF-PET).
Recrystallization of polymers against gold can increase their surface density by transcrystallization, leading to a higher surface free energy and wettability without introducing ionogenic or additional polar groups (8, 30) .
These polymers show a range of advancing water contact angles, with a strong correlation between increasing contact angle and bacterial attachment; Ia ranges from 0.1 to 10.95. Figure  1 Effect of adsorbed medium filtrate on attachment. Soluble components of the medium filtrate adsorbed onto platinum considerably reduced subsequent bacterial attachment, whereas contact with medium filtrate did not affect attachment to PS. Adsorption of medium components to PS was indicated by the PS becoming hydrophilic. However, rinsing with seawater can render such PS samples hydrophobic again, indicating easy desorption of hydrophilic medium components from the PS surface.
Attachment to these materials as a function of time is shown in Fig. 2 . DISCUSSION There are several types of interactions which could affect attachment processes of cells in aqueous media. The balance of dispersion and electrostatic forces postulated in the theory of lyophobic colloid stability leads to a weak secondary minimum of repulsion forces between a cell and a potential substratum, allowing association at a slight distance from the surface (32). This was suggested as the basis for an initial reversible stage of bacterial attachment by Marshall et al. (26) . These authors suggested that extracellular polymers then bridged the gap between bacterium and substratum, resulting in more permanent attachment. Studies of attachment of tissue cells of several types (2, 16, 22) have indicated that many show a preference for Additional interactions possible in biological systems which might affect attachment include hydrophobic bonding (25) , coordination with metals or other cations, polar group interactions, steric interferences (21, 23) , and specific reactions between surface functional groups (5).
It is difficult to predict adherence of populations of bacteria in natural waters because simple generalizations based on first principles are prevented by (i) the presence of variable and undefined dissolved components which may alter substratum and bacterial attachment through adsorption; (ii) the presence of different bacteria which may possess different surface characteristics; and (iii) the different types of interactions possible. Thus, a number of studies have shown a greater tendency for marine bacteria (28, 31) and other aquatic organisms (7) to attach to hydrophobic surfaces, whereas one in situ investigation (6) has demonstrated higher numbers of organisms on hydrophilic substrata. The understanding of preferences of attaching organisms in particular circumstances, then, requires detailed information on the substrata, dissolved components and bacterial populations involved. Our laboratory studies describe the response of a particular bacterium, and further work will be required to establish the degree of generality of the pattem of attachment observed with this organism.
The relationship between bacterial attachment and water wettability in the series of polymeric materials used here (Fig. 3) gives a clear indication of the importance of this property. However, the variation in attachment to the different hydrophilic materials requires consideration. Glass and mica, which had low numbers of attached bacteria, have been observed by electrokinetic measurement to bear a negative surface charge in seawater. This charge is consistent with their chemical structure, involving oxyanions at the surfaces (27, 34) . Platinum, which had higher numbers of attached bacteria, has been found to be electrokinetically positive in organic-depleted seawater (20) . Germanium was cleaned in two ways (under oxidizing conditions by RF glow discharge in residual air and under reducing conditions by heating in hydrogen), resulting in surfaces which differed in their suitability for attachment. The reducing conditions can be expected to lead to less germanic acid (anionic) groups on the germanium surface (33) which is consistent with the essentially zero electrophoretic mobility of hydrogen-cleaned germanium (19) . Because the glass, mica, and APPL. ENVIRON. MICROBIOL. oxidized germanium had very low numbers of attached bacteria, whereas the positive platinum and neutral germanium had higher attached numbers, surface charge is suggested to be a significant factor.
Most bacteria appear to bear a negative surface charge (15) , and the pseudomonad used in these studies has been shown to have an acidic hydrophilic surface polymer (which may be the attachment adhesive [11] ). Thus, once a monolayer of attached bacteria has formed on a hydrophobic surface, this favorable attachment surface is converted to a hydrophilic, negatively charged (thus unfavorable) surface. This may account for the decrease in rate of bacterial attachment to a surface as it becomes covered with bacteria, as indicated by the leveling out of the curves in Fig. 2 (10) .
The decreased attachment on platinum which had been exposed to cell-free medium is similar, because the peptone medium components which adsorb are expected to bear negative net charge at seawater pH. The lack of effect of medium on attachment to PS may be explained by its easy displacement from that surface.
Electrokinetic studies with hydrocarbons in aqueous media often indicate negative charges on the hydrocarbon kinetic units (32) , and this is apparently due to a reduction in cation concentration in the liquid boundary region near on January 6, 2018 by guest http://aem.asm.org/ Downloaded from the hydrocarbon, rather than from charges on the hydrocarbon (17) . Thus, approach of charged bacteria to a nonionogenic hydrophobic surface may be expected to perturb easily the ionic distribution which leads to the apparent surface charge. This contrasts with the repulsion expected from the stable charges present at ionogenc surfaces.
Some of the polymer samples used in this study were oxidized by electrical glow discharge to increase their wettability. The hydrophilic properties of RF-PS and RF-PET may be partially associated with a surface charge component (in addition to the production of polar groups) because there is evidence of the formation of acid and phenolic groups on oxidized plastics (3, 29) . However, the strong positive correlation between the number ofattached bacteria and the hydrophobic nature ofthe polymer, as determined by water contact angle, is evident with both treated and untreated polymers. Thus, the present data illustrate the importance of charge on hydrophilic substrata and the importance of wettability on hydrophobic substrata.
The correlation of attachment with water contact angle strongly suggests the involvement of a hydrophobic interaction, but because the bacterial surface polymer is apparently an ionic hydrophilic material, the nature of the interaction is not obvious. Because, as noted previously, a number of other marine organisms attach preferentially to plastic substrata, the basic processes leading to this tendency may have wide applicability. This possibility and the nature of the interaction are being studied further.
